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Innovation & Enterprise 
helps turn ideas and 
research into 
something that 
impacts society. 

ucl.ac.uk/enterprise



UCL INNOVATION & ENTERPRISE

How can we help you?

• develop and create partnerships 
between UCL and industry

• fund our academics for knowledge 
exchange projects

• train students to think and act like 
entrepreneurs

• facilitate the creation of short 
courses and CPD

• share UCL expertise through      
UCL Consultants (UCLC)

• commercialise technology through 
UCL Business (UCLB)

ucl.ac.uk/enterprise
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Talk to us

enterprise@ucl.ac.uk
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Introduction to the Consumer Data 
Research Centre (CDRC)

Dr. James Cheshire, CDRC
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Open Software and Data Visualisations

Dr. James Cheshire, CDRC
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A Gallery of Applications: The Value of 
Masters Research

Speakers:

Andy Simpson, Insight Manager, Virgin Media

Barnaby Oswald, Managing Director, The Local Data Company

Daniel Stockdale, Senior Consultant, Movement Strategies

Professor Kim Cassidy, Edge Hill University 



Guy Lansley 
g.lansley@ucl.ac.uk

@GuyLansley

www.cdrc.ac.uk/retail-masters/



Timeline

January
Projects are 

advertised on the 
CDRC website.

Jan - Apr
The student application process is 
open. Successful students may be 
required to attend an interview.

May - Aug
Research is undertaken either at the student’s university 

or on-site with the industry sponsor.

September
Dissertations are 

submitted to the CDRC 
and industrial sponsors.

October
Participants are invited to an 
Academic conference where 

the prizes are awarded.



Sponsors (2012-18)



A unique opportunity to partner 
Masters students from any UK 
university with commercial companies 
in order to undertake data projects on 
British consumers. Companies are 
invited to suggest topics they are 
interested in a student pursuing with 
the support of an academic supervisor 
from their institution.

If you or your team think you would 
benefit from a student-led project on 
your data, please visit the web page 
below and complete a project proposal 
form by the 15th January 2019.  
Students will apply via the CDRC in 
early 2019 with the intention of 
undertaking the research between May-
September.

For details about the programme please visit:

https://www.cdrc.ac.uk/retail-masters/information-for-retailers/



The Value of Masters Research

10/10/2018

Andy Simpson



The CDRC MSc program genuinely is a win-win for everyone involved

For the Industry Sponsor

• It’s a great way to get a fresh, 
independent take on a specific 
problem or your data in general

• The student can focus 100% on it, 
free from the day-to-day 
distractions that full-time analysts 
have to juggle 

• The project can provide a window 
on different tools and techniques

• They can spark ideas within your 
team on new things to explore

• It’s cheap!

For the Student

• A chance to work with real data

• On a real problem or area of interest

• Gives them a feel for how their 
learnings can be applied in a 
business setting

16



In 2014 Nick looked at smart meter data to see if it could  
support us in a government-led energy efficiency scheme 17

Heat Map for Evening Peak Group



At Virgin, we’ve run projects looking at fault volumes, 
potential drivers and ways to improve our forecasts 18

Using GIS to calculate average distance of buildings to L4 cabinets, Patrick was able to 
show a statistically significant correlation between distance and callout rates



At Virgin, we’ve run projects looking at fault volumes, 
potential drivers and ways to improve our forecasts 19

This year, Tom has looked at a much more forensic way of 
forecasting demand for service trucks



Data Analytics, Innovation 

and the Social Impact

Barnaby Oswald, MD & Founder



Agenda

• About LDC

• How we work with CDRC



About LDC



2003

600,000 shops 

tracked

800 Footfall

sensors

Founded in

2003

Update cycle

6-12 months
Field Research

(75,000 updates/month)
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How we work with CDRC



SmartStreetSensor

• Collaborative Project – understand footfall across a 100 towns/city centres

• LDC technology – passive Wi-Fi sensors

• CDRC Funding – to deploy 1,000 sensors

• Academic Successes

• PhDs & Masters students using LDC data to support their theses

• LDC working with the students to design methods to manage 

MAC Address randomisation

• LEARNING: ‘scientific answers’ may not be applicable in a 

commercial environment…



SmartStreetSensor

LDC Successes

• LDC has leveraged its partnership with CDRC to deploy its sensors across GB

• We tested our thesis that clients wanted GB-wide footfall data

• We engaged with new markets and clients through the project

• Clients are using the data (and paying for it!) in anger

• We have taken our learnings from this project and are developing the next 

generation technology



Other Projects

LDC works with CDRC and its partners on numerous other projects:

• Updating town centre boundaries

• Impact assessment of business rates in retail

• Evaluation of the relationship between construction development and retail 

occupancy

• Development of a model to improve the matching of VOA data and LDC data

• Healthy Assets and hazardous uses across UK high streets (e.g. healthcare 

provision as well as bookmakers, vaping etc)



The Benefits

There are substantial benefits to both parties from working together:

LDC

- Collaborate on the development of new datasets

- Innovation & Acceleration of R&D (footfall)

- Work with the next generation of data analysts and data scientists!

- Credibility by association (academic rigour!)

- Social responsibility



The Benefits

There are substantial benefits to both parties from working together:

CDRC

- Access to unique datasets (footfall)

- Access to our occupier database (8 year time series)

- Support from our analysts and technology team

- Work with a commercial enterprise to ensure relevance of data outputs



Thank You

Barnaby Oswald, MD & Founder
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MOVEMENT STRATEGIES AND 

THE CDRC
10th October 2018
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WHO AM I?

• Geography Graduate from University of Birmingham

• Geospatial Analysis Masters from UCL

• Dissertation through the CDRC and Movement Strategies

• Worked at Movement Strategies for 2 years
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MOVEMENT 

INSIGHTS
MOVEMENT 

CONSULTING

MOVEMENT 

ANALYTICS

WHO ARE MOVEMENT STRATEGIES?

• The largest, most experienced, 

independent specialist people movement 

consultancy world-wide.

• #1 analyst of cellular data in the UK.

• Combining and analysing location based 

datasets to deliver movement insights. 

• Founded in 2005 

• Based in London, operating world-wide.
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MOVEMENT STRATEGIES AND CDRC – 1ST YEAR

• Origin Destination matrices of the bus 

network in Norwich

• 358 consecutive days December 2014 –

November 2015

• 4.3 million interactions between 

Bluetooth beacons and users 

• 220,000 occur on the bus network with a 

valid geometry with 1,300 distinct users. 

• Relatively unstructured, novel exhaust 

dataset with many aspects to be improved 

– great learning curve!
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MOVEMENT STRATEGIES AND CDRC – 2ND YEAR

• London Bus focus as app moved from 

Bluetooth Beacon to App SDK

• 5 consecutive days July 2017

• 66.2 million interactions 

• 400,000 distinct users

• Richer dataset with improved structure 

made it much easier to query
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MOVEMENT STRATEGIES AND CDRC – 3RD YEAR

• Larger and more representative data

• Summer of 2018 we took 3 dissertation 

students.

• 550 million data points in Greater 

London for December 2017.

• 1.2 million distinct users.

• Retail and transport focus.
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MOVEMENT INSIGHTS (SaaS)

Our objective is to develop a market leading Movement Insights SaaS product, which builds on 

our strong relationships with data owners and our unrivalled movement analytics track record.

Movement

Insights 

(SaaS)

Historical

Real Time

Forward Looking
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WHAT NEXT?

• Continue to host CDRC masters 

dissertations 

• Partnerships with data owners to 

monetise their data via our Movement 

Insights SaaS platform.

• Scaling our SaaS product, delivering retail 

and transport clients with an unrivalled 

array of rich insights



Thank you

31-35 Kirby Street, London, EC1N 8TE

+44 (0)20 3540 8520

info@movementstrategies.com

www.movementstrategies.com

© Movement Strategies 2018

Any Questions ?

@movementstrat



Alex Schwarz1, Aidan Slingsby1, Kim Cassidy2, Chris Harrison3 and Andrew Carmichael3  

1City University, 2Edge Hill University, 3Marks and Spencers

The rollout of self-service checkout machines in  

the early 2000s has enabled many retailers in the  
UK to streamline business processes whilst  

simultaneously increasing customer satisfaction.  
While, for the most part, this has been a  

successful endeavour, there is still a high  
variability in the efficiency – in particular  

transaction times and costs – of self-service  

transactions across different stores, products and  
customer groups. Therefore, retailers try to  

identify efficiency potentials by looking at factors  
that cause long transaction times and by providing  

a retail setting that minimises costs associated  
with the set-up of different self-checkout  

machines.

To achieve this, a visual analytics approach has  

been applied to a large volume dataset covering  
transactional data from all M&S operated stores in  

the UK with approximately 190 million entries for  
the months January to June 2018. The term

‘visual analytics’ describes an exploratory,  
iterative data analysis method that combines the  

strengths of humans and computers when  

processing large datasets. By combining data
mining techniques with interactive visualisations,  
it facilitates effective communication between  
various stakeholders and enables knowledge  

discovery. This iterative approach mainly  
compromises data processing, pattern recognition  

through high level visualisations and subsequent  
interviews with business representatives. The  

outcome of this approach was that specific groups  
of products and an inefficient allocation of till and  

basket types are main contributors to long  
transaction times. Therefore, the analysis was  

divided into two parts: descriptive statistics of  

time critical products and a model that tries to  
harmonise capacity and demand at self-checkouts  

to minimise transaction times and save costs. The  
latter is based on a simple assumption:  

transaction times across all stores in the UK can  
be significantly reduced if there is a match  

between basket types (scannable items only vs.  
baskets including weighed items) and types of  

self-checkout machines (tills with a scale versus  
tills without a scale). In particular, it is efficient if  

baskets with scannable items only (‘fast baskets’)  

are scanned at tills without a scale (‘fast tills’).
This is because fast tills allow for fast processing  

of fast baskets (card payment only), are less  
expensive and customers with non-scannable  

items are less likely to be blocked by customers

using the ‘wrong’ self-checkout machine.

The results of the product analysis provide  

empirical evidence for products that cause long  
transaction times which have so far only been  

identified as critical on a heuristic, non-data basis:  
bakery products, loose vegetables and fruits.

Moreover, it demonstrates that the handling of  
promotional vouchers and other temporary items  

such as Christmas or Easter products is currently  

not time efficient.

Figure 1: Overview of time critical products (January to June  

2018)

The results of the capacity-demand analysis  
demonstrate that inefficiencies at self-service  

checkouts may either be caused by the retailer or  
the customer. Inefficiencies caused by the retailer  

mainly come from two sources: excessive over- or  
undercapacity of tills. Inefficiencies caused by the  

customer arise when capacities for fast baskets  
are existent and available, but customers decide  

to till their fast baskets at slow tills. Based on  
these findings, M&S should harmonise demand  

and capacity for fast baskets in each store through  
efficient reallocation of tills between stores (no  

new investments required). Moreover, customers  

should be sensitised for the benefits of fast tills  
when tilling fast baskets (reduced transaction  

time).

Given the current climate in grocery retail  

(significant cost pressures, new players entering  
the market such as Amazon Food), retailers are  

under pressure to improve business operations to  
save costs and increase the level of service  

offered to customers. This dissertation provides a  
practical big data approach that allows to identify  

contributors to slow business processes (time  
critical products) and inefficient store settings  
(match of till and basket types).
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Networking Break
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PhD research on consumer behaviour 
and spatial data

Introduction – Dr. Guy Lansley, CDRC

Speakers:

Mariflor Vega

Ffion Carney

Kevin Xie

Sharon Richardson 









Clustering Market Baskets at 
Customer and Transactional Levels 

Mariflor Vega Carrasco



Motivation

1. Millions of transactions

2. Thousands of products

3. Keeping interpretability 

We utilize topic modelling in  order to identify the hidden patterns in customer baskets and transactions. 
By discovering shopping patterns (topics), we can describe customer types based on what they buy.

How can I characterise customers baskets and transactions? 
Is there any difference between transactions with and without loyalty cards?



Topic Model: Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)



Bag of Words

Genetics
Computer 

Science

Topics

Topic Model: Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)



Bag of Products

Produce BBQ

Topics

Bananas
Pineapple
Carrots
Cauliflower
Apples

Sausages
Steak
Cheese
Bread
Wine

Topic Model: Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)



Results:
Topics without loyalty card

Experiment 1: 
Customer Baskets

What do customers buy?

Topics with loyalty card

Topic Model: Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)



Comparisons
13Meal Solutions, Dairy 5 7 Meal Solutions, Dairy

3Frozen Foods, Packaged Grocery 11 6 Frozen Foods, Packaged Grocery

8Packaged Grocery, Dairy 13 14 Packaged Grocery, Dairy

5Produce, Dairy 10 1 Produce, Dairy

4Produce, Packaged Grocery 18 2 Produce, Packaged Grocery

20Produce, Packaged Grocery 8 3 Produce, Dairy

16Cards, Health & Beauty 2 4 Cards, Confectionery

11Soft Drinks, Cold Convenience 3 15 Soft Drinks, Cold Convenience

2Petcare, Packaged Grocery 16 13 Household, Petcare

12Wines, Beers 15 20 Beers, Wines

9Confectionery, Crisps & Snacks 14 17 Confectionery, Soft Drinks

17Chilled Desserts, Dairy 1 16 Dairy, Chilled Desserts

1ISB Brd/Cke Rcpe, Deli Counter 19 ISB Brd/Cke Rcpe, Dairy

10Produce, Packaged Grocery 17 Packaged Grocery, Produce

18News & Mags, Dairy 6 News & Mags, ISB Brd/Cke Rcpe

6Produce, Dairy 9 Produce, Packaged Grocery

19ISB Brd/Cke Rcpe, Dairy 18 Dairy, BreadCake & MngGds

20Health & Beauty, Kids Shop 11 Health & Beauty, Kids Shop

4Petrol, JSR Sellable 5 Petrol, JSR Sellable

8 Cold Convenience, Crisps & Snacks

12 News & Mags, Tobacco

10 ISB Brd/Cke Rcpe, Soft Drinks

9 Confectionery, Soft Drinks

19 Sales Exclude, Tobacco

7 Household, Dairy

12 Produce, Dairy

15Health & Beauty, Household

14Petrol, Tobacco

19Kids Shop, Produce

7JSR Sellable

Customer

Topics

Loyalty

Topics

Non−Loyalty

Topics
Topic Description Topic Description

Topic Comparison Among Customer Baskets, Loyalty and Non−loyalty Transactions

Tobacco, Crisps & Snacks and Soft 

Drinks highly characterise 

transactions without loyalty card.

In general, transactions are composed 

by Produce, Packaged Grocery and 

Dairy products.

The majority of the topics are 

presented in transactions with and 

without loyalty card and in customer 

baskets. 



• Topic modelling provides algorithms that can efficiently summarise 
transactional data.

• The projected demonstrated behavioural differences between 
transactions with/without loyalty card at high product category level.

• The project was a great opportunity to tackle an industry question,  
bringing together academia and industry partners. 

Summary



New perspectives on daily 
urban mobility

Understanding changes in the mobility 
patterns of the older population through 
smartcard travel data

Ffion Carney, PhD Student, UCL

Supervised by: Prof. Paul Longley, 

Dr. Jens Kandt



Aims and Data

Research Questions

Regional Transport Provider – Concessionary smartcard travel data

No. of Accounts ~ 500,000

Date Range Nov 2009 – Aug 2016

Transactions ~ 470 million

Geographic Extent One UK county

1. How are mobility practices of the older population changing?

2. How should we interpret the declining trend in bus boardings among 
concessionary cardholders? 



Aims and Data



Methods

Inclusive and Healthy Mobility Project
• Inferring destinations of trips using automated vehicle location 

data and bus schedule data



Where: Destinations visited 
from single bus stop 

When: Number of hourly 
alightings at a single bus 
stop

Outputs



Number of trips - 2014 vs. 2016

Outputs



Outcomes

Academic Partner

• New insights into the mobility needs of the older population

• Impact of changes in public transport provision and funding on travel 
demand and local activity patterns 

Industry Partners

• Greater understanding of the older population’s daily mobility and 
activity patterns throughout the study area

• Are current transport facilities meeting the needs of the older 
population?

Society

• Public transport services better adapted to the needs of the older 
population



Email: Ffion.carney.16@ucl.ac.uk
www.cdrc.ac.uk



Smart Cities - Smarter Citizens

Creating contextual insights from  

real-time data traces

Sharon Richardson
Centre for Advanced Spatial Analysis (CASA)  

University College London

sharonr@joiningdots.com | @joiningdots | linkedin.com/in/sharonr

The Bartlett Centre for Advanced Spatial Analysis

October 2018

mailto:sharonr@joiningdots.com


Can we digitally sense the ‘vibe’ of a place?

Signals

Device ID  

Coordinates  

Timestamp

Semantics

Message content  

(text, image, sensor)  

Content tags

Presence  

Actions

Conditions  

Emotions

Smart  

Cities

Digitisation of  

urban interactions

Cognitive  

Science

Contextual decisions:  

‘predictably irrational’

Data  

Science

Computational analysis 

and visualisation

of ‘big data’



Signals: Estimating the active population

“A key data challenge is knowing the street population”

- Chief Supt Dave Stringer, Metropolitan Police, CPC 2016

Night:  

Home

Day:

Home, Work, Study, Leisure…
In-between:  

Travel



London  

Stadium

Velo-

drome

Copper  

Box

How many  

people?

Background © 2018 OpenStreetMap

Place: The Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park, Stratford, London

Regular  

Tourist

All data is fully anonymised

Mobile app data  

(June 2017)

Ambient average  

(2015 LandScan)

approx 8,000

Residential  

(2011 census)

0

Context knowledge  

(June 2017)

up to 80,000



All data is fully anonymised

London  

Stadium

Copper  

Box

Background © 2018 OpenStreetMap

Normal Friday No events scheduled

Event Friday Music concert at the London Stadium

10

am

5,907 1,500 0.28

6 pm 5,907 10,000 1.69 34

%

66

%

Highlighted

cell

Ambient Active weig

ht

Frequent Tourist

Day average 5,907 6,000 1.0 32% 68%

10

am

5,907 5,000 0.85

6 pm 5,907 70,000 11.86 4

%

96

%

Active Population = f(Administrative data, Reality data)

Ambient baseline Contextual weight

Ambient = LandScan 2015 estimate  

Weights = Mobile app data, June 2017  

Active = Round(Ambient * Weight, 500)

Weight based on variation in number of devices present, per hour per day

Four music concerts held at the London Stadium during June 2017, two on Friday

Estimating the actual population present



Semantics: Sensing people-place experiences

“All behaviour arises from a person-situation

interaction”

Default Adaption



Live sensing an urban vocabulary

Downing Street

Leicester Square

Buckingham Palace

Trafalgar Square



Sensing urban vibes from 

real-time data traces

Potential applications:

• People-place experiences at scale

• Real-time location-based forecasts

• Enhanced contextual awareness

• Augmented spatial cognition

Challenges

• Data available != accessible

• Privacy and ethics

https://pxhere.com/en/photo/1392001



Smart Cities - Smarter Citizens

Creating contextual insights from  

real-time data traces

EPSRC-funded research

Doctoral Researcher: Sharon Richardson

Supervised by Professor Andrew Hudson-Smith and Dr Hannah Fry  

Centre for Advanced Spatial Analysis, University College London

sharonr@joiningdots.com | @joiningdots | linkedin.com/in/sharonr

The Bartlett Centre for Advanced Spatial Analysis

October 2018

mailto:sharonr@joiningdots.com


Towards the Modelling of Public Transport Route 

Choice under Disruption  

Modelling Public Transport Route Choice 

under disruption

Zhonghao (Kevin) Xie, Ed Manley

Centre for Advance Spatial Analysis



Transport disruption

• Why Disruptions?

• Travel time loss 

• Economic loss

• Behavioral change



The Questions

• How do we make decisions?

• How to model the decision-making on the route 

choice problem? 

• What are the implications?



Decision-making

Normative Approach



Normative

• Assumption

• Economic man

• Certain environment

• Preference is consistent 

• Consequence is clear

• Theories 

• Expected Utility Theory (EUT)

• Random Utility Theory (RUM) and 

Discrete Choice model
Train, 2009



Decision-making

Descriptive Approach



Descriptive

• Prospect Theory

• Reference point

• Asymmetric Preference (Loss Aversion)

• Sensitivity diminishing

• Heuristic decision-making Toolbox

• Bounded rationality – Ecological 

rationality

• Rule of  thumbs

• Fast and Frugal

• Take-The-Best

(Kahneman and Tversky, 1979)



Network modelling

• Represents the real environment

• Contains desired attributes

• Smart card data compatible



Passenger route choices

Context Date Population OD pairs

Normal Feb 05 2014 2077 83



Passenger route choice

Context Date Population OD pairs

Planned 

Disruption

Feb 14 2014 1202 77



Choice modelling

Normal Planned Unplanned

DCM DCM-PT TTB - -

Parameters

β_ivt -3.53E-02 - - - -

β_(waiting_time) -2.12E-03 - - - -

β_(Inter_walking_time) -1.83E-01 - - - -

β_(Inter_weight_gain)+ - 1.15E-02 - - -

β_(Inter_weight_gain)++ - 9.66E-03 - - -

β_(Inter_weight_loss)- - -2.12E-01 - - -

β_(Inter_weight_loss)-- - -2.45E-01 - - -

β_transfer -8.40E-01 -7.74E-01 - - -

β_(bus_leg_ratio) -1.40E+01 -1.23E+01 - - -

β_fare -5.91E-03 -5.47E-03 - - -

Final-LL -1.25E+03 -1.25E+03 - - -

Accuracy 61% 67% 55% - -



Implications

• Research

• Alternative models for traditional transport modelling

• The role of  psychology in behaviour modelling

• Provide a viable tool to modelling public transport route choice

• Service provider

• Understand their customers from a psychology perspective

• The direction to improve infrastructure/service.

• Society

• Incident response beyond a transport strike

• Reduce the cost of  non-optimal decision-making



Thank you!

Email: zhonghao.xie.14@ucl.ac.uk



Reference

Kahneman, D., Tversky, A., 1979. Prospect theory: An analysis of  decision under 

risk. Econometrica: Journal of  the Econometric Society 263–291.

Train, K.E., 2009. Discrete choice methods with simulation. Cambridge university 

press.



Co-funded PhD enquiries

• UBEL, https://ubel-dtp.ac.uk/ e: ubel-dtp@ucl.ac.uk

• CDRC, e: info@cdrc.ac.uk 

• CASA, e: casa@ucl.ac.uk

• Or contact an academic. Each academic has their 

own staff page that can be easily found online

https://ubel-dtp.ac.uk/
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Panel session: 
Where does the value lie?

Panel:

Peter Marks, CEO, Deltic Group

Sophie Birshan, Head of Retail Analytics & Insight, John Lewis 

Alex Loizou, Co-Founder, Trouva.com

Graham Seaton

Chaired by Matthew Hopkinson
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Questions and conclusions

Professor Paul Longley, CDRC 



UCL INNOVATION & ENTERPRISE

Thank You

This event was kindly funded by:
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Drinks Reception

Say hello and have a drink 


